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Jamie Cullum These Are The
It is difficult to imagine the stars of stage and screen wearing a grubby school uniform, just like us, but plenty have been educated in Bath and Somerset. That's right, you might have shared memories ...
43 celebrities you never knew went to school in Somerset and Bath
“It’s so easy to say these things, but I remember listening ... Well, he would have been, but only because Jamie Cullum knows his jazz and Great American Songbook onions.
Interview: Jamie Cullum
Jamie Cullum, welcome to Talk Asia ... LH: Right. Now playing from these sort of kiddy bands as you said, to going... playing worldwide, in huge arenas. That must feel really different.
Jamie Cullum Talkasia Transcript
We're working hard to be accurate. But these are unusual times, so please check that events are still happening. Jamie Cullum does not miss an opportunity to come to Portugal. The British jazz-pop ...
EDP Cool Jazz: Jamie Cullum
Jamie Cullum has said enjoying home life with his wife and young daughters has been the “silver lining” to a year in which Covid-19 halted live music. The Brit Award-nominated musician was due ...
Jamie Cullum on lockdown’s ‘silver lining’
We do hear an awful lot about The Great American Songbook these days, don’t we ... and the fresh re-evaluations that keep popping up from the likes of Jamie Cullum and Michael Buble, the shimmering ...
The Great British Songbook #1: “London Calling”
Jamie Cullum’s recipe for success is a smooth blend of pop and ... says his rising success on this side of the pond caught him a little off guard.”These American tours have been quite a surprise,” he ...
Breakout artist Jamie Cullum plans to bring crowd to its feet
A letter written by Narnia novelist CS Lewis to a group of schoolchildren is expected to fetch more than £5,000 at auction. The two-page letter was penned from the author’s rooms at Magdalen College ...
CS Lewis letter to schoolchildren discussing Narnia up for auction
JOIN JAMIE AT THE CHELTENHAM JAZZ FESTIVAL – Must be available April 28th to 1st May Pianist, R2 Presenter and Artistic Curator of The Cheltenham Jazz Festival, Jamie Cullum is offering a chance ...
Radio Rendezvous
Singer-songwriter Jamie Cullum was among the stars taking part in Barnardo’s Kidsmas Live Concert, raising money for children and young people across the UK. Broadcaster and Barnardo’s ...
Jamie Cullum among stars taking part in Barnardo’s Christmas concert
It’s clear: virtual connections with our physicians are here to stay, but physicians and insurance providers have different opinions on what needs to change to make it a viable permanent ...
What happens to telehealth appointments after the COVID-19 pandemic?
Gary Barlow will bring together the likes of Tom Fletcher and Jamie Cullum for a new BBC One show. The upcoming programme - under the working title 'I'm With The Band' - will see him pull together ...
Gary Barlow forming supergroup with Tom Fletcher, Jamie Cullum and more for new BBC show
PUPILS at Bitterne Park School and Sixth Form are hoping to scoop Jamie Cullum's £60,000 grand piano with their original song. The Perfect Place has been entered into a Yahama competition with ...
Bitterne Park School's song in bid for Jamie Cullum contest glory
JAZZ pianist and BBC Radio 2 presenter Jamie Cullum takes his eighth ... on tour with my incredible band,” says Cullum. “We’re going to draw on these new songs and reinvent plenty of old ...
Ghost stories, magical gardens and progressive folk: 10 shows not to miss
However, only a small number of these works by Maltese composers became ... Elvin Jones, Evan Parker, Jamie Cullum, Bill Champlin and Eric Marienthal, and at some of the most prestigious venues ...
Three Palaces Festival continues
is with these mums-to-be every step of the way ... The 23-year-old singer made the announcement on… Sophie Dahl and Jamie Cullum have announced they are expecting their second child together.
Celebrity Pregnancy News
Those two joined a long list – Elvis Costello, Yo La Tengo, Gomez, Ben Kweller, Jamie Cullum and the Wood Brothers among them – who made impressive local debuts these last 12 months.More than ever, it ...
The Stewy awards: a six-string celebration
These performers have all packed away their ... Manic Street Preachers, James Blunt, Jamie Cullum, Texas, Josh Groban and Jack Johnson are all confirmed. But the explosive finale is left to ...
Radio 2 Live in Hyde Park
With so many people having experienced life in lockdown, these lyrics ... shared the main stage with Lenny Kravitz, John Legend, Jamie Cullum and The Script at Porto’s Festival Marés Vivas ...
Meet the artists of Eurovision 2021
Friendly warning! We're working hard to be accurate. But these are unusual times, so please check that events are still happening. Anyone who calls themselves a fan of contemporary jazz-pop should ...
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